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Prey at risk of predation may experience stress and respond physiologically by altering
their metabolic rates. Theory predicts that such physiological changes should alter prey
nutrient demands from N-rich to C-rich macronutrients and shift the balance between
maintenance and growth/reproduction. Theory further suggests that for ectotherms
temperature stands to exacerbate this stress. But the behavior of many prey species
facing perceived predation risk is the opposite of these predictions, consuming more
N-rich resources. Here we revisit the original Threshold Elemental Ratio (TER) theoretical
framework that inspired the idea of shifts in elemental (C:N) stoichiometry in response
to chronic predation stress to reconcile the different prey responses. We examine the
interactive effects of predation stress and temperature stress by exploring mathematically
how the component physiological variables that determine TER vary individually with
temperature. These functional relationships are then embedded into the equation for
TER to predict how C and N intake should vary with and without predation stress across
temperature gradients. This new theory reconciles the different prey responses and
explains why and when species ought to consume more N vs. more C when stressed
by perceived predation, depending on the nature of their thermal performance with rising
temperature. The theory also points to new ways to conduct experimental evaluations
testing the temperature sensitivity of prey to predation stress.
Keywords: foraging-predation tradeoff, metabolism, predation stress, stoichiometry, thermal performance

INTRODUCTION
The classic concept of adaptive foraging-predation risk trade-off has served as a straightforward
generalization to enhance understanding of how species interactions shape community structure
(Werner and Peacor, 2003; Preisser et al., 2005; Peckarsky et al., 2008) and ecosystem processes
(Schmitz et al., 2008; Schmitz, 2010; Trussell and Schmitz, 2012). In this view, organisms maximize
fitness by allocating less time to foraging and more time to vigilance in response to perceived
predation risk. Increasing vigilance can involve prey simply reducing foraging time within a habitat,
or more complex shifts between foraging habitats and refuge habitats. Such processes, along with
others driven by predator-induction of prey defense morphology, have become collectively known
as non-consumptive effects of perceived predation (Abrams, 2007).
Recent research has now revealed another kind of non-consumptive effect of perceived
predation risk. It involves stress responses that, when chronic, can lead to persistent physiological
changes like elevated metabolic rate (Beckerman et al., 2007; Slos and Stoks, 2008; Hawlena and
Schmitz, 2010a; Zanette et al., 2011; Thaler et al., 2012; Clinchy et al., 2013; Van Dievel et al.,
2016). This is an adaptive coping mechanism (Hawlena and Schmitz, 2010a). Elevated metabolic
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diet shifts, preferring high dietary protein-N intake in both
risk and risk-free conditions. The study suggests that coping
with predation stress was prioritized less than coping with
temperature stress when individuals were living in a cold
environment. Coping with predation stress was downplayed by
individuals living in a hot environment because all individuals
could rapidly develop through life cycle stages such that they
became quickly invulnerable to predation. It was only at the
intermediate temperature where grasshoppers exhibited the
foraging-predation risk trade-off anticipated by theory (Hawlena
and Schmitz, 2010a).
Our aim here is to begin reconciling why, when, and
how the exceptions to the predictions have arisen. This is
done in light of growing empirical insights from analyses of
stress responses of prey facing perceived predation risk and
additional insights form organismal thermal physiology. These
insights will be synthesized using the original stoichiometric
framework used to make predictions of prey stress responses
to perceived predation risk. The framework helps guide
the synthesis by specifying salient variables that need to
be considered. This can lead to new predictions of how
changing environmental temperature and predation risk, both
singly and in combination, influence organismal elemental
stoichiometry.

rate helps keep prey in a heightened state of alertness to increase
their escape performance, thereby lowering the likelihood that
predators will capture them (Hawlena et al., 2011; Zanette et al.,
2011; Clinchy et al., 2013). But elevated metabolism arising
from perceived predation risk may change organismal nutrient
demand and hence the kinds of resources consumed by prey
(McPeek et al., 2001; Hawlena and Schmitz, 2010b; Thaler et al.,
2012). This also has implications for organismal fitness, but
through a physiological trade-off in nutrient allocation between
maintenance, growth, and reproduction.
Theory predicts that whenever mass-specific metabolic rate
of prey exposed to chronic predation risk increases, prey
should generally shift their nutrient intake and consume
more carbohydrate than non-stressed prey (Hawlena and
Schmitz, 2010a). This prediction derives from the idea that
stressed animals should switch their life history strategies from
one devoted to protein demanding growth or reproduction
(production) to one of fulfilling energy demanding maintenance
functions to cope with the added stress (Hawlena and Schmitz,
2010a). These shifts in nutrient intake should also be reflected
in body element stoichiometry, with stressed prey having higher
carbon [C]:nitrogen [N] ratios than non-stressed prey (Hawlena
and Schmitz, 2010a). Some experiments have shown that such
shifts in nutrient intake and body stoichiometry can indeed
occur between conditions with and without perceived predation
risk (McPeek et al., 2001; Hawlena and Schmitz, 2010b; Jansens
et al., 2015). Other experiments have, however, shown that the
predicted responses do not occur (Costello and Michel, 2013;
Dalton and Flecker, 2014; Kaplan et al., 2014; Guariento et al.,
2015; Kirschman et al., 2016; Van Dievel et al., 2016; Zhang
et al., 2016), thereby calling into question the generality of the
predicted stress response.
Here we revisit the original stoichiometric framework
that inspired the idea of shifts in nutrient intake and
body stoichiometry in response to chronic predation stress.
We examine how predictions could change when other
environmental conditions may cause additional stress, or when
environmental conditions may trigger other kinds of adaptive
responses by prey that could mitigate the stress response to
perceived predation risk. This reconsideration is motivated
by a recent experimental study (Schmitz et al., 2016) that
showed the physiological response of ectothermic grasshopper
(Melanoplus femurrubrum) prey to perceived predation risk
can interact with environmental temperature. Grasshoppers
reared at cooler temperatures (15◦ C) grew little and developed
slowly, survived poorly, and did not respond to perceived
predation risk through diet shifts, preferring high dietary energy
(carbohydrate-C) intake in risk and risk-free treatments simply
to survive. Grasshoppers reared at intermediate temperature
(25◦ C) selected higher dietary protein-N and thus exhibited
increased growth and development relative to those in cooler
conditions. But they also responded to perceived predation
risk, where individuals reared under perceived predation risk
selected higher dietary carbohydrate-C than individuals reared
in risk-free conditions. Individuals reared at the highest
temperature (35◦ C) grew large and developed rapidly, survived
well, and did not respond to perceived predation risk through
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BACKGROUND CONCEPTUAL THEORY
Ecological stoichiometry aims to understand the flow of nutrients
through food webs and ecosystems. Organisms are the building
blocks of this framework because they mediate the flux of
nutrients into their own bodies and the release of nutrients
back into the environment to be recycled. Nutrient uptake by
organisms is constrained by the demand for essential chemical
elements (e.g., C, N, P) to fulfill physiological needs for growth,
development, and reproduction, relative to elements available in
macronutrients in food (Sterner and Elser, 2002). Limitation of
the basic life processes of consumers by various elements will
depend on their metabolic and somatic demands (Sterner and
Elser, 2002). For example, stoichiometric models assume that
C is used primarily to fuel respiration with some allocation to
production, whereas N (or phosphorus [P]) is used exclusively
for production. Stoichiometric theory suggests that the extent
to which elements are allocated to production arises from
differences in both resource quality (C:N:P content) and quantity
among environments. These factors may also determine which of
the elements becomes most limiting to production. For example,
food quality may be immaterial in environments with very low
food quantity because most, if not all, resource intake will be
devoted to supplying C for respiration with negligible amounts
left over for production (Sterner, 1997). Consequently, there
will be low demand for N or P. Higher resource quantity
allows excess intake to be allocated to production, at which time
balancing elemental ratios factors into resource intake. Changes
in organismal metabolic rate, and hence changes in resource
demand, can likewise make a given quantity of food relatively
more or less abundant, which could lead to similar shifts in C vs.
N and P consumption.
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Temperature Effects on Variables

The mechanism determining this plasticity is encapsulated by
the concept of the threshold elemental ratio (TER)—the dietary
mixture where growth limitation switches from one element to
another (Sterner, 1997; Frost et al., 2006; Cross et al., 2015). TER
for C and other elements X (e.g., N or P) reflects both animal body
C:X ratios and the proportion of ingested C used for growth (i.e.,
gross growth efficiency of C, GGEC ). GGEC can be expressed as
the percentage of ingested C that was assimilated into new growth
(Frost et al., 2006; Cross et al., 2015):
GGEC =

(IC · AC ) − RC
IC

Temperature effects on ectotherm fitness, mediated through
physiology, can generally be described by a thermal performance
curve that rises, peaks, and then declines across a gradient of
increasing temperature (Chown and Nicholson, 2004; Angilletta,
2009; Clissold and Simpson, 2015). The thermal performance
curve reflects the range of temperatures (thermal window:
Pörtner and Farrell, 2008) that organisms can tolerate and
still survive and reproduce. Organisms have likely evolved to
operate in thermal windows that are as narrow as possible
to minimize maintenance costs (Pörtner and Farrell, 2008).
Thermal performance is routinely measured in terms of
metabolic rate-temperature relationships (e.g., Figure 1). But
it can also be characterized in terms of other performance
measures related to fitness such as locomotor behavior, growth
rate, and offspring production (Kingsolver and Woods, 1997;
Chown and Nicholson, 2004; Clissold and Simpson, 2015).
While the exact temperature range of the thermal window
will vary by species (Pörtner and Farrell, 2008), as well as
the local thermal conditions faced by geographically separated
populations of a species (e.g., Rosenblatt et al., 2016), the
general, qualitative features of the performance curve nonetheless
can help conceptualize the interplay between temperature and
predation stress. We do this here by characterizing patterns
of thermal performance in each of the variables used to
estimate TERC:X , using empirical insights from studies that
have begun to explore the stoichiometric consequences of
predation stress and temperature on ectotherm organismal
performance.
A fundamental physiologic property (Chown and Nicholson,
2004) is that mass specific metabolic rate (RC ) of ectotherms
will rise, peak and then decline with increasing temperature
(Figure 1). Experimental research has shown that predation
stress can exacerbate RC across the temperature gradient (Culler
et al., 2014; Schmitz et al., 2016). Mass specific ingestion rate
may follow a similar nonlinear trend across a temperature range
(Kingsolver and Woods, 1997, 1998; Chown and Nicholson,
2004), whereas assimilation efficiency AC might be approximated
as a linearly increasing function of temperature (Culler et al.,
2014; Clissold and Simpson, 2015; Schmitz et al., 2016). These
empirical trends can be used to begin exploring how GGEC
and TERC:X might vary with temperature. We do this here
by approximating the empirical relationships of the component
variables with temperature (T), and substitute those functions
into equations for GGEC and TERC:X. We approximate the
temperature dependent functions as:

(1)

where AC is the assimilation efficiency of C, I C is the mass-specific
ingestion rate above a saturating food level, and RC is the massspecific respiration rate. The TERC:X can be expressed as the
product of physiological nutrient efficiencies and body elemental
composition:
TERC:X =

QC
AX
·
GGEC QX

(2)

where AX is the assimilation efficiency of element X, and QC and
QX are the proportion of animal dry mass in C and X. TERC:X
describes the degree to which energy (C) and nutrients (X)
are demanded physiologically to meet maintenance and growth
requirements of organisms (Cross et al., 2015). A high C:X ratio
indicates greater demand for (and hence limitation by) energyC; a low ratio indicates greater demand for (and limitation by)
nutrients.
The original idea of stress responses induced by predation
risk held that stress elevates RC (Hawlena and Schmitz, 2010a)
thereby decreasing GGEC which in turn increases TERC:X
(Hawlena and Schmitz, 2010a). The predicted consequence is that
prey should shift nutrient demand from biomolecules such as
N-rich proteins that support growth and reproduction toward
carbohydrates or fats (C-rich, N-poor) that fuel the heightened
respiratory demands (Hawlena and Schmitz, 2010a). It has
been hypothesized that for ectotherms, increasing temperature
and thereby increasing RC , should exacerbate the effects of
predation stress (Schmitz, 2013). This may indeed happen
(Culler et al., 2014; Schmitz et al., 2016), but it is not
universally true: the idea that temperature effects on organismal
stoichiometry should conflate effects of stress from predation is
based on the implicit assumption that all variables other than
RC that determine the magnitude of GGEC and TERC:X remain
constant in the face of perceived predation risk and changes in
other environmental conditions. Recent experiments evaluating
the interplay between temperature and predation stress have
shown that this assumption may not hold (Culler et al., 2014;
Schmitz et al., 2016). It may also not hold for temperature
effects on organismal stoichiometry more broadly (Cross et al.,
2015). We therefore follow recommendations (Cross et al.,
2015) to explore the stoichiometric consequences of changing
conditions by systematically examining temperature effects on
each of the variables determining TERC:X . We also examine
how perceived predation risk can confound or conflate those
responses depending on responses of prey.
Frontiers in Ecology and Evolution | www.frontiersin.org

IC = aIc + bIc T − cIc T 2
RC = aRc + bRc T − cRc T

(3a)
2

AC = aAc + bAc T

(3b)
(3c)

Substituting these functions into the equation for GGEC and
algebraically simplifying the coefficients gives:
GGEC =

3

â + b̂T + ĉT 2 − d̂T 3
aIc + bIc T − cIc T 2

(4)
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Qualitatively, Equation (4) generally gives rise to a highly
nonlinear function that rises, peaks and declines with rising
temperature (Figure 2). It can be used to explore how perceived
predation risk might influence the temperature dependent
relationship by examining how the model parameters might
change. It has been shown empirically that assimilation efficiency
is lower when prey face perceived predation risk (Risk prey)
than when facing no risk (No Risk prey), and efficiency for
Risk prey rises more slowly with rising temperature than for
No Risk prey (Schmitz et al., 2016). Hence, the magnitude of
aAc and bAc in Equation (3c) will be lower for Risk prey than
for No Risk prey. Across a temperature gradient, mass specific
metabolic rate of Risk prey tends to be higher than for No Risk
prey (Culler et al., 2014; Schmitz et al., 2016). Hence, as a first
approximation one may assume that the magnitudes of aRc and
bRc in Equation (3b) will be larger for Risk prey relative to No Risk
prey. These assumptions imply further that in Equation (4), â and
b̂ for Risk prey will be less than for No Risk prey. Collectively,
these parameter changes will lead to the same qualitative form of
the temperature dependency of GGEC (Figure 2A). However, the
curve describing GGEC for Risk prey is offset from the curve for
No Risk prey.
The effects of temperature and perceived predation risk
on TERC:X can be explored by substituting the temperature
dependent functional form of GGEC into Equation (2) and
then comparing trends between Risk and No Risk conditions.
Doing this, however, requires making assumptions about the
way assimilation efficiency of nutrient X, AX , might vary with
temperature, for which there is currently very limited general
understanding (Cross et al., 2015), let alone understanding of
how AX varies between Risk and No Risk conditions. We
therefore consider several possible alternatives, beginning with
the assumption that AX could remain constant, increase linearly,
decrease linearly, or vary nonlinearly with rising temperature,
based on some empirical insights (Culler et al., 2014; Dalton and
Flecker, 2014; Lemoine and Shantz, 2016; Schmitz et al., 2016).
These assumptions give rise to at least four contingencies in
which: (1) AX is constant for both No Risk and Risk prey across
the temperature gradient, but with AX for Risk < AX for No
Risk prey (Figure 2B); (2) AX is constant for No Risk prey and
increases linearly with temperature for Risk prey (Figure 2C);
AX is constant for No Risk prey and decreases linearly with
temperature for Risk prey (Figure 2D); and AX for both No Risk
and Risk prey changes nonlinearly with temperature in the same
qualitative way as does RC or IC (Figure 1).
The contingencies show first that rising temperature should
not always lead to increased intake of C by prey stressed from
perceived predation risk. In some cases (Figure 2B) C:X of Risk
prey will always be lower than for No Risk prey, implying that
Risk prey should always consume more N than No Risk prey.
In other cases, rising temperature will cause C:X of No Risk
prey and Risk prey to switch. For instance, C:X ratios of foods
consumed by Risk prey may be higher than for No Risk prey
up to a threshold temperature, and then switch to be lower.
This means that Risk prey should consume more C with rising
temperature up to a threshold, after which they are expected
to consume more N than No Risk prey. The reverse may also
happen (Figure 2D). Finally, the trend could be highly nonlinear

FIGURE 1 | Qualitative functional relationships depicting the thermal
performance of prey metabolism, prey resource ingestion rate and assimilation
efficiency in the presence and absence of perceived predation risk. These
relations summarize known empirical relationships derived from experimental
analyses reported in the literature. These relationships are characterized
mathematically to predict the temperature sensitivity of prey selection for C
and N in risk and risk free conditions.
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FIGURE 2 | The temperature sensitivity of prey to perceived predation stress and implications for intake of dietary C and N based on functional relationships depicted
in Figure 1. (A) Gross growth efficiency (GGE C ) varies nonlinearly with temperature, but perceived predation risk offsets the curve relative to no-risk conditions.
(B–E) The temperature sensitivity of the threshold elemental ratio TER, determined by the ratio of assimilation efficiency of N/GGE C , is contingent on assumptions
about how assimilation efficiency AX varies with temperature. The depictions assume that AX is constant for both risk and risk free conditions (B), is constant for risk
free conditions but increases linearly with temperature for risk conditions (C), is constant for risk free conditions but decreases linearly with temperature for risk
conditions (D), and changes nonlinearly (increasing and then decreasing) across a temperature gradient for both risk and risk free conditions (E). The figure shows
temperature thresholds (vertical dotted lines) where prey facing risk would consume more N than no risk prey (C:X NR > C:X R ), and when prey facing risk should
consume more C than no risk prey (C:X NR < C:X R ). The figure illustrates that consumption ratios are highly dependent on the temperature conditions in which prey
risk responses are evaluated.

Implications for Studies on the
Stoichiometry of Predation Stress

across a temperature gradient leading to multiple switches where
Risk prey may consume more C than No Risk prey, then
more N, then again more C (Figure 2E). The contingencies
depicted in Figure 2 are not an exhaustive representation of
possibilities. Rather their presentation is intended to reveal the
range of different nonlinearities that could emerge, depending
on the temperature dependency of the component variables. This
thereby reinforces earlier arguments (Cross et al., 2015) for the
need to better quantify how the model variables RC , IC , AC , and
AX all vary with temperature, let alone how they change with
stress from perceived predation risk.

Frontiers in Ecology and Evolution | www.frontiersin.org

This new insight has several implications for conclusions drawn
from studies testing effects of predation stress on ectotherm
nutrient intake and physiological performance. First, the original
argument that environmental warming should exacerbate the
effects of stress from predation risk, causing prey to increase C
consumption (Schmitz, 2013), is a special case of a broader range
of outcomes. Second, the empirical finding that across a gradient
of increasing temperature, Risk prey and No Risk prey consume
equal amounts of C and N, then deviate from each other with
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Moving Forward

Risk prey consuming more C, then switching where Risk prey
consume equal or less C than No Risk prey (Schmitz et al., 2016)
could be explained by one of the contingencies (Figure 2C).
Hence, the experimental outcome could be consistent with, but
a generalization of, the original idea of the effects of predation
stress on organismal stoichiometry (Hawlena and Schmitz,
2010a). Third, our results may also help offer clues as to why
results of studies that tested for the effects of predation stress on
nutrient intake by ectothermic species were counter to original
predictions (Thaler et al., 2012; Costello and Michel, 2013; Dalton
and Flecker, 2014; Kaplan et al., 2014; Guariento et al., 2015;
Kirschman et al., 2016; Van Dievel et al., 2016).
The higher N intake by Risk prey than by No Risk prey
observed in these studies has been attributed to developmental
needs that facilitate prey escape from predation. Increased N
intake under perceived predation risk is needed by aquatic
prey like damselflies, fish, and amphibians to increase the
development rate of locomotor traits that enable prey to escape
their actively hunting predators, or for terrestrial caterpillars
to grow rapidly to become too large for predators to dispatch
them. Our analysis shows that this could counterintuitively be
achieved whenever Risk prey lower their assimilation efficiency
of N, relative to No Risk prey (Figure 2B). But studies have
shown that assimilation efficiency may increase (Thaler et al.,
2012; Dalton and Flecker, 2014), which should, according to our
analysis, lead to higher C intake by Risk prey than No Risk prey
(e.g., Figure 2C). Our analysis suggests that to maintain a higher
net intake of N, Risk prey that increase N assimilation efficiency
would need to compensate by lowering their consumption rate
of food IC . This has indeed been observed experimentally (Thaler
et al., 2012; Dalton and Flecker, 2014).
Several studies experimentally examining the interplay
between temperature and predation risk have provided mixed
support for the original idea that rising temperature should
exacerbate predation stress causing prey to consume more C
(Jansens et al., 2015; Kirschman et al., 2016; Van Dievel et al.,
2016; Zhang et al., 2016). These studies used 2 × 2 factorial
designs that crossed a temperature treatment with a perceived
predation risk treatment. Our analysis reveals that mixed
outcomes are to be expected with such experimental designs
because the outcomes depend on the specific temperatures used
in the experiments. A simple answer is that the experiments
reared prey on both sides of a temperature threshold, in which
case Risk prey on the warm side of the threshold would
consume less C than individuals in cooler temperatures (e.g.,
Figure 2D, or Figure 2E left threshold). It could also arise if
assimilation efficiency of N decreases with rising temperature
(Figure 2D temperature range below the threshold) or if N
assimilation increases with temperature, but the experimental
temperatures put Risk prey on the descending side of the TERC:X
vs. temperature curve (Figure 2C). Essentially, the analysis shows
that factorial experiments that merely cross one experimental
temperature with perceived predation risk could give equivocal
insight in the absence of knowing how each of the component
model variables (RC , IC , AC , and AX ) vary with temperature and
perceived predation risk.

Frontiers in Ecology and Evolution | www.frontiersin.org

There is growing interest in examining the interactive effects
of climate and other environmental stressors on organismal
stoichiometry (Cross et al., 2015; Rosenblatt and Schmitz, 2016).
Such examinations of the interactive effects of temperature and
perceived predation risk on prey performance is in line with
the growing need to understand how environmental warming
will influence trophic interactions in communities. The current,
small body of research examining effects on prey of interactions
between temperature and perceived predation stress means that
our current understanding is rather piecemeal, with limited
ability to make empirical generalizations at this time.
Nevertheless, the field is also at an opportune juncture to
improve how future studies are undertaken. Specifically, the
existing research has revealed that prey responses to temperature
and perceived predation risk are highly context dependent. It
currently remains unclear whether or not the nature of nutrient
intake in the presence and absence of perceived predation risk
by different species is a unique attribute of each species or if
they are temperature-specific manifestations of a more general
temperature dependent response to predation stress (Schmitz
et al., 2016). Our analysis presented here suggests the general
TER framework of ecological stoichiometry can help to reconcile
these different outcomes and suggests that they are part of a more
general temperature dependent response to predation stress.
However, our general framework also shows that outcomes will
be contingent on how each of the component variables of the
TER framework vary with temperature and predation stress. This
highlights that experiments that simply manipulate temperature
and perceived predation risk and measure prey consumption of C
and nutrients (e.g., N or P) could provide equivocal results if the
treatment effects of the key underlying physiological variables RC ,
IC , AC , and AX are not measured. Moreover, given the potential
for threshold effects of increasing temperature identified in our
qualitative analysis (Figure 2), we suggest that studies examine
the interplay between temperature and perceived predation risk
across temperature gradients.
Such studies need to be predicated on knowing the thermal
tolerance range of the focal species (i.e., the range between
the minimum and maximum thermal limits). Experimentation
would then systematically increment temperature within this
range as well as the presence and absence of perceived predation
risk (e.g., Culler et al., 2014). The key physiological variables
would then be measured at the different temperatures. Given
the potential for nonlinear responses of prey to temperature and
predation stress, we suggest measuring physiological variables
across a gradient of at least four temperatures, although more
will allow clearer characterization of the degree of nonlinearity
(e.g., Culler et al., 2014). Such studies can provide insight into the
nature of organismal performance curves (e.g., Culler et al., 2014;
Schmitz et al., 2016) that can help inform which of the potential
contingencies (Figures 2B–E) can be expected for a particular
study organism.
There is also a need to explore the connection between TERC:X
and the biochemical compounds that make up nutrients. This
is because animals do not metabolize elements, but instead
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metabolize biochemicals (Anderson et al., 2004; Wilder and
Jeyasingh, 2016). TERC:X is a first approximation that implicitly
equates energy and nutrient selection with the total content of
elemental C and X (e.g., N or P) in food resources. Because
elements are bound up in biochemicals such as carbohydrates,
fats, and proteins, this assumes that C, N, and P are constant
fractions of those biochemicals. But this assumption may not
always hold, especially in terrestrial plants where elements
contained in the digestible fraction of food may be uncorrelated
with the fraction of total available elements (Anderson et al.,
2004; Wilder and Jeyasingh, 2016). And, these digestible fractions
can shift with changing environmental temperature (Zvereva
and Kozlov, 2006; Rosenblatt and Schmitz, 2016; Wilder and
Jeyasingh, 2016; Zhang et al., 2016). The conceptual theory also
assumes that animals derive their energy-C from carbohydrates.
But stressed prey may either consume more protein-N for
energy or metabolize stored body protein to release energy via
gluconeogenesis (Hawlena and Schmitz, 2010b) especially when
other energy sources are at low concentrations. The effect of
increased N intake for energy is not accounted for in estimation
of TERC:X, which could then lead to incorrect predictions about
dietary elemental intake of C and N under stress. Thus, a
future avenue of research might consider how to revise TERC:X
theory to accommodate the need to consider diet selection for
elements contained within biochemicals. In addition, exploration
of how organisms select and utilize different biochemicals as
a means to balance competing demands of allocating nutrients
to cope with the stressors and allocating for growth and

development would help inform such revisions (Schmitz et al.,
2016).
In conclusion, the realization that non-consumptive effects
of perceived predation can be important drivers of food web,
community, and ecosystem dynamics was a crucial step forward
in our understanding of ecological processes. However, rapid
environmental shifts brought about by climate change and other
global change drivers demand that we integrate the study of
predation risk with our understanding of the ecological effects
of other stressors. As part of this effort, we suggest that a fruitful
avenue to pursue would be to build on existing linkages between
ecological stoichiometry, nutrition, and phenotypic responses of
prey to consider multiple environmental stressors (Rosenblatt
and Schmitz, 2014, 2016). By expanding our understanding of the
effects of predation risk on prey nutritional ecology across a range
of potential future climates, our ability to accurately predict how
future food webs and ecosystems may change will become more
robust and reliable (Rosenblatt and Schmitz, 2016).
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